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OVERVIEW

The creed of the Studio Auriga group 
is to promote the art of industrial embroidery 

in Italy to support the country 
as a world leader in the luxury goods 

and quality fashion industry.



Customised advice

7 specialised divisions to turn the most 
specific needs of customers into practical 

and effective technical solutions

Value of people

A team of experienced 
and passionate professionals 
at the service of customers 

Languages of creativity

From the creative idea to embroidery. 
At each stage of the work, Studio Auriga 

develops tailor-made solutions

Sustainability

Compliance with high quality certified 
standards at European level

A bridge between Italy 
and the rest of the world

An international partner network 
for a synergy between Italian 

and foreign know-how

1957
Foundation year

7
Divisions of the group

1:1
The relationship 
between technique and creativity

Technical perfection
 

The best machinery 
on the market for the most excellent 

quality standards
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Since 1957 Studio Auriga 
is the specialised partner 

in industrial embroidery 
machinery and services.

Founded in 1957 by Angelo Gregotti,
this company specialises in industrial 

decoration technologies, in particular: 
the complete range of Tajima embroidery 
machines and GMI industrial laser cutting 

and engraving systems.

Client needs have always come 
first. Ever since the Founder 
Angelo Gregotti found in Tajima 
– a Japanese manufacturer 
of industrial embroidery 
machines – an ally willing 
to technically develop the ideas 
and needs he intercepted 
in the Italian industrial sector.

The Studio Auriga group
has always been an interpreter 
of the evolution of the market, 
implementing its offer 
with additional services.
Besides Studio Auriga, 
the specialised partner 
in supplying industrial
embroidery machines, 
new divisions have been set 
up, such as AurigaAcademy, 
European centre for embroidery 
training, Auriservice, 
for technical support and spare 
parts, Threads and accessories, 
focusing on seeking products 
for the embroidery industry, 
Pulse, an embroidery software 
and management program 
division, StudioAutomotive, 
a division devoted to embroidery 
technologies for the automotive 
and interiors sectors, and Aurifil, 
a manufacturer of natural 
threads.

Thanks to cutting-edge 
machinery, to professional 
training and technical 
consultancy offered 
to its customers, 
Studio Auriga makes possible 
even the most daring 
creativities of the leading 
fashion, furniture, automotive 
and luxury houses designers.
With the pragmatic 
and excellence-oriented 
approach, typical 
of Made in Italy, the divisions 
of the group are available 
to develop customized 
projects.
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Embroideries 
for the fashion industry
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01
Digitally Controlled 
Presser foot (DCP)
Regulates the pressure according 
to the thickness of the fabrics, 
increasing the final quality

03
Multi Cording 2 device

Embroiders up to 6 types of cords 
to obtain special decorations 

with 3D effects

02
Direct command switches

Facilitate the setting 
of some functions

05
FS Mode
Improves the embroidery finish, 
even by using threads that are difficult 
to work, thick or slightly twisted

04
ESQ-C Sequin device

Applies sequins from 2 to 9 mm 
and makes adjustments according 

to the type and size

The Tajima TMCR-VF multi-head machine is a next-generation industrial 
embroidery machine. Thanks to its excellent technology, it is able to support 

the most daring and cutting-edge creativity. It is ideal for large-scale industrial 
productions and can be equipped with the latest technologies 

for decorating with sequins, beads and cords.

01 / 

Tajima TMCR-VF multi-head machine

HIGHLIGHT

TMCR-VF is the first and the only flat embroidery 
machine equipped with Digitally Controlled 
Presser foot (DCP), a device patented 
and introduced in the embroidery market 
by Studio Auriga in 2014 on TMAR-KC 
Tajima cylinder type models.
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02 / Tajima TLMX multi-head machine

06 / GMI Moda laser bridge04 / Tajima TMCR i-TM multi-head machine

The Tajima TLMX embroidery machine combines 
traditional embroidery heads with special working 
heads, making it possible to perform extremely 
sophisticated processes typical of the Made 
in Italy high fashion industry.

Fourth generation of laser bridge 
cutting/engraving system for Tajima multi-head 
embroidery machines. It performs centesimal 
precision cuts and engravings on any fabric 
and leather. This machinery also includes 
the patented “Vision” system for automatic 
calibration of the laser bridge on embroidery 
machines.

The technical peculiarity of the Tajima TMCR i-TM 
model is the innovative i-TM Intelligent device 
which automatically optimises the thread 
tension according to the stitch size, 
for more homogeneous, soft 
and well-defined embroidery.  

» Application of trimmings and ribbons on various materials
» Various types of stitch
» Linear or zigzag seams » Up to 12 colors/sequins sizes in a single embroidery area

» Up to 36 colors in a single embroidery area

» “Vision” system for the automatic 
calibration of the laser bridge

» Variable field system to maintain 
maximum cutting precision 

with any material and design
» Customizable bridge length 

with a space-saving structure

» DCP Digitally Controlled Presser foot
» Direct command switches

» FS Mode
» ESQ-C Sequin device

Tajima TMCR-TE allows the movement 
of the frames between the even and odd heads 
making it possible to achieve multiple 
and overlapping decorative effects. It can also 
apply beads automatically by installing a new 
device (Seed Beads Device).

Embroidery machine that combines 
the Tajima technology 
with the GMI laser cutting to obtain 
extremely creative decorative 
results with reduced production costs.

» Laser source on each head
» 10 or 30 Watt laser device

03 / Tajima TMCR-TE multi-head machine 05 / Aurilaser multi-head machine
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It is a versatile machine, equipped 
with a sturdy embroidery head 
and a special punching head able 
to cut and punch the leather, 
without leaving any trace of dirt, 
unlike the usual laser processes.

01
Perforation
It makes holes of different diameters on leather 
and eco-leather thanks to special punching heads 
paired to the embroidery heads

03
Embroidery

It decorates materials such as leather, 
eco-leather and padded materials 

with unlimited embroidery 
and patterns

02
Sewing

It sews with up to 9 colors of threads 
without moving the material from the frame

04
Taijma DG-S software 
Create an unlimited number of patterns 
and designs and convert the data 
in Illustrator and/or CAD into punching 
or sewing.

Tajima PAX is an innovative machine that can perform punching, sewing 
and embroidery operations with a single machine. In particular, 

with this technology, it is possible to automatically punch holes of different 
diameters thanks to special punching heads. It is also possible to use up to 9 thread 
colours, also using thick yarns on materials such as leather, faux leather, microfibre 

suede and quilted fabrics. This machine is available in both 
single-head and multi-head versions.

01 / 

Tajima PAX series

HIGHLIGHT
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Embroideries 
for the automotive 

and interior industries
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02 / Tajima HAR series

03 / Tajima PAR series

Tajima HAR is a next-generation machine 
designed for creating multicoloured 
embroidery and stitching, also using 
thicker threads and on materials 
like leather, faux leather and quilted 
fabrics.

Tajima PAR is an industrial machine 
designed to punch leather, microfibre 
suede and other materials for the luxury 
automotive and interior design sector. 
Within a production chain, the combined 
use of PAR - for punching - and HAR - 
for sewing - represents the best solution 
in terms of the number of pieces 
obtained.

Embroideries 
for the promotional industry
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The Tajima TMAR-KC multi-head model is a new version of the tubular machine 
for embroidery of ready-made clothes. It is available in 2-4-6-8-12-head 

versions. It can also make flat-type embroidery. The flat frame is supported 
by a central guide, which prevents it from being deformed, ensuring 

an optimal embroidery result. This professional embroidery machine differs 
from the previous model thanks to the DCP Digitally Controlled Presser foot. 
This system electronically regulates the pression according to the thickness 

of the fabric, preventing the material from jolting 
during the production process.

01 / 

Tajima TMAR-KC multi-head machine

HIGHLIGHT

Thanks to the Digitally Controlled Presser foot, 
it is the only multi-head cylinder-type machine 
where the  Multi Cording 2 device 
can be installed.

02 / Tajima TMBP single-head machine

The Tajima TMBP single-head machine 
is an inexpensive complete professional 
embroidery machine, practical to be used 
for customising clothing such as bags, polo shirts 
and caps, work uniforms, sleeves, pockets.
» Compact
» Versatile
» Light

03 / Tajima TMBR single-head machine

Besides the TMBP model benefits, 
this professional embroidery machine comprises 
even the DCP Digitally Controlled foot. 
This system electronically adjusts the presser 
foot according to the thickness of the fabric. 
Available in the 15 or 18 needles/thread-colours 
versions.
» 15-18 needles/thread colours
» FS Mode
» DCP Digitally Controlled Presser foot

The Tajima TMEZ single-head machine 
is the first embroidery machine in the world 
equipped with the Tajima i-TM intelligent device,
the innovative thread tension self-regulating
system. The i-TM system ensures greater fluidity
of the embroidery process.
» Tajima i-TM Intelligent device
» DCP digitally-controlled presser foot

05 / Tajima TMEZ single-head machine

01
Digitally Controlled Presser foot (DCP)
Regulates the pressure according 
to the thickness of the fabrics, increasing 
the final quality

03
Embroidery of sleeves and pockets

Thanks to the new cylindrical arm design

02
FS Mode

Improves the embroidery finish, 
even by using threads that are difficult to work, 

thick or slightly twisted

04
Improved embroidery of hats
Thanks to the new frame which increases 
the stability of the embroidery
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04 / Tajima SAI single-head machine

Designed exclusively by the Japanese Designer 
Toshiyuki Kita, SAI is an original single-head 
machine, with a light and modern structure, easy 
to clean and transport, and therefore ideal 
for completing the furnishings of a small shop or 
showroom with style while taking up little space.
» Innovative and compact design
» Up to 8 thread colors
» High quality embroidery
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01 / ESQ-C Sequin device

04 / Multi Cording 2 device

02 / Sequin IV device

05 / Auto Hoop device

03 / Beads device

06 / Easy cut device

06 / Tajima TMBU single-head machine

The Tajima TMBU single-head model
is an embroidery machine designed to easily
embroider on large bags. Thanks to the increased
space under the machine, it is possible to work
easily and comfortably on long and large clothing
and accessories, such as jackets or golf bags.

The Tajima ESQ-C Sequin device 
is designed to simultaneously work 
with up to 4 different types 
of sequins for each head, 
at high speed.

Multi Cording 2 is the first Tajima 
device designed to embroider threads 
and cords of different types, to create 
special decorations with 3D effects.

Thanks to the Tajima Sequin IV device, 
it is possible to apply sequins from 2 
to 22 mm in diameter and of different 
shapes, depending on the design 
or the specific creative requirements.

Auto Hoop is a device manufactured 
by Auriservice, a division of the Studio 
Auriga group. Once installed, it is used 
to automatically embroider on various 
types of ribbon tapes with Tajima 
single-head and multi-head machines. 

The Tajima Beads device is designed 
to automatically sew beads 
onto fabric.

The GMI Easy Cut device 
is a hot-needle cutting system 
for embroidery machines. Functional 
and easy to use, thanks to this 
system, it is possible to cut synthetic 
fabrics directly in the machine, 
to create embroidered applications, 
badges, logos, embroidered patches, 
embroidered labels and much more. 
It is possible to decorate clothing 
and fabric accessories with 
embroidery and customised, 
fashionable or promotional 
applications.

The GMI PLTCAM series laser plotter is a machine 
with a camera for laser cutting badges and labels, 
without reference marks. The advanced optical 
recognition system is able to automatically 
correct the cuts, even if the elements to be 
processed are deformed or rotated.

» Multiple models with different workspaces
» Device for adjustable air blow

09 / PLTCAM laser plotter

Devices and software

COMPUTER PROGRAM 
AND MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE 
FOR INDUSTRIAL EMBROIDERY 
Studio Auriga is the exclusive distributor of Pulse 
software in Italy, including in particular: Tajima DG, 
a program for digitising or punching the embroidery 
design with endless creative and production 
possibilities and PulseID, a set of management 
software for automating the customisation 
process.
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The Tajima TWMX single-head model
is an embroidery machine featuring a large
550x600 mm embroidery field. It is possible
to increase the size of the embroidery field
up to 550x1200 mm, thanks to the Tajima
X-Extension accessory table.

»  Large and robust structure
»  Large 550x600 mm embroidery field
» Tajima X-Extension table

07 / Tajima TWMX single-head machine

08 / Tajima TFMX single-head machine

Its special bridge structure, with a large 
embroidery field measuring up to 450x520 mm, 
makes it suitable for all types of flat processing 
without any usage limits, even with bulky fabrics.
The large workspace promotes the efficiency 
of small-scale productions in shops, showrooms 
or trade fairs.



www.studioauriga.it

Showroom
Via Como 61/A

20020 Solaro (Milan) – IT
T. + 39 02 48022945
info@studioauriga.it

Distributor
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